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Hi,
We have newly opened a wine importing company called WineMasons. Our value proposition is to buy wine from small 
wineries (most of whom don't have export licenses so can only limit to 100L's) and sell their products exclusively in 
Singapore via our online website. It's an e-commerce business with no shop front.

For us we want to give smaller wine producers as much access into the Singapore market as possible. We are buying at 
wholesale rates and there is limited risk for the producer as we are buying the wine up front and relying on our potential 
to sell here.

We would like to see a greater emphasis on making it easier for these small producers to export. I believe there is a lot 
of value in these smaller wineries selling through companies like ours as they can still produce and sell their wine at a 
rate that lets both sides still make money. Larger distributors selling to restaurants, hotels etc push their price down too 
low which means so much great wine never gets to make it into an export market.

We would also like to see an easy way for these wineries to piggy-back their cellar-door sales to Singapore visitors with 
our monthly shipments heading to Singapore. This would give them a way to build their own brand in Singapore and 
allow customers to buy more than just one or two ways. Of course it will still be beneficial for us as we can hopefully 
gain a future customer out of this.

We're still very new in this game so these comments relate mostly to the start-up aspect. We would welcome the 
opportunity to contribute further as our business hopefully grows and we develop a better understanding of the small 
batch wines we are targeting to sell.

Regards
Josh




